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About This Game

Into the Far North we shall take you -- as far as we can by the means of computer
role playing...

UnReal World is a unique combination of roguelike roleplaying game and survival simulation set in the Far North long, long
ago. Throughout the years, UnReal World has been praised for its depth, realism, atmosphere and immersion. The game is

completely open-ended and you decide whether you wish to lead a life of a fisherman, a hermit searching for the peace, a brave
adventurer, a rough hunter, a trapper or a tradesman.

As a member of one of the nine different cultures you'll enter a detailed and enchanting iron-age game world in which northern
folklore, knowledge and way of life play an important part. The world and mechanics of the game are highly realistic, rich with

historical atmosphere and emphasized on survival in the harsh ancient wilderness.

A wide world with vast forests, mires and mountains to roam and watercourses to row is randomly and procedurally generated -
and you can live off the land and explore it on very detailed level. Track animals, set traps, hunt with bows and spears, tan hides,

go fishing, pick berries, cook food, sleep in a temporary shelter or build a log cottage, trade with the villagers, craft items,
interact with cultures near and far -- and so much more.

A few of the key features:
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 turn-based and open-ended - think before you act and live off the land as you please

 random world generation for endless replayability

 intricate procedural world full of wonders both mundane and extraordinary to explore on very detailed level

 no character classes but nine different cultures to choose from

 skill based system including multitude of skills from cookery to hideworking, from herblore to tracking

 detailed terrain generation with diverse and accurate northern vegetable kingdom

 convincing northern animal kingdom with species specific behaviour patterns and feeding relationships modelled in
detail

 keep in touch with the spirit world and the supernatural guardians of nature

 find excitement in surviving everyday life and the quest for success in the harsh ancient wilderness

 detailed combat (and hunting) with many tactical options and galore of weapon, battle experience and combatant related
factors resulting in vivid and rewarding struggles

 no "hit points" but detailed generation of injuries such as bruises, fractures, tears and cuts to specific body locations

 injuries rated to determine their effect to physical activity

 craft items from weapons to traps, build constructions for temporary shelter to log cabins

 moddable crafting, building and flora

 and so much more. Everything is up to you...

The initial UnReal World Steam release doesn't feature Steam goodies such as achievements, trading cards or cloud saves but
there's no end in sight and all of those will be considered in the future.

UnReal World is the longest living roguelike game of all times. It was first released in 1992 and has been continuously maintained
and developed ever since.

Over the years we’ve seen dozens and dozens of new UnReal World versions each of them being complete games of their own, and
still there is no end in sight to working with updates and new versions. UnReal World Steam version out now is the third evolution

of the game (3.*) and a great deal of updates, enhancements and new features to it will follow.

You can get to know it more and test for free at http://www.unrealworld.fi
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Game crashes a lot. It also disappeared from my campaigns after I had purchased it as if I never bought it.. Not only "No".. but
"Oh Hell NO!" Stay away from this toxic minimal effort game by the developer at ALL costs!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dN4fhwchGUM

This is kinda what you'd expect from your typical Game Guru game. Drag and drop default assets within Game Guru engine and
hope to make a quick buck kinda game by the developer. Except.. this one is EVEN WORSE than most Game Guru garbage
I've seen. Less effort and less care by the developer is blatantly obvious, yet he asks THREE TIMES as much as your average
Game Guru trash game (Average is about $1.99 USD and for this he asks $5.99 USD)

Maps look like they were made in no more than five minutes each with the same three or four assets used over and over and
over and over, Absolutely ZERO thought put into any of the levels and each looks as if a drunken monkey created them as a
joke. Add to this that the game crashed three times on me with a black screen. (And before the developer can blame my
computer or Steam.. my Steam big picture and overlay was turned OFF before the game and my computer can handle ARK and
1,000 other games with no problem)

At least Ivan Vs Nazi Zombies (which has been removed from Steam might I add) was only $1.99 and I could play the full
game, not possible with this trash as it kept loading my saved game after getting killed to a black screen with game sounds, Ugh.
This game just isn't worth the hassle or time, much less even a nickel of your money.

My Score:

VALUE: 0 out of 40 - A game that a developer spends no more than 20 minutes making and charges $6 for? Cough. Ridiculous.
Way to disrespect any fans you might have made in your previous games, mr greedy dev. ..ZERO!

FUN: 0 out of 30 - If you think feeling nausea at the blurry stretched terrain and awful controls "fun", more power to you!
...ZERO!

CONTROLS & BUGS: 0 out of 20 - With random invisible walls everywhere and constant black screen bugs, 0 is more than
this game deserves here.

GRAPHICS & SOUND: 0 out of 10 - Theres no points awarded for using stretched defaul textures and assets we've seen 100
times.

---------------------------

So what would look to add up to a 0 score because afterall, 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 equals 0 right? Usually! But not in this mess of a rip
off scam game! I confidently take away 20 points for wasting my time installing, uninstalling, and needing to request a refund,
and needing to seek professional help for ever thinking this was game worth a purchase! Subtract 20 points!

My Score: The lowest score I've ever given to any game in just about 300 Steam reviews now.. A NEGATIVE 20 %

Great Job Mr Self proclaimed "Developer"! Way to prove you are an indie developer only interested in ripping off your
customers with low effort garbage. {applauds}. Most of the buttons and toggles on the virtual controllers are dead. The do
nothing and are only there to make it look more sophisticated.. You get to kill ALOT of reds. Nice game, really liked the
graphics.. The game is dead. Go play San francisco Rush or Rush 2 for the N64.. I dunno why this says I have 0.3 hours. I've
played this thing at LEAST enough for two full days of gameplay, and honestly it should be in 200-300 hour range. Regardless,
the review.
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Pros:
Gorgeous graphics but not demanding.
Responsive controls, and relatively intuitive.
THE MUSIC
Level design: I've supported this game since the Markiplier released his video about it. Level design is MUCH improved in this
game thus far in the Early Access. Seriously.

EDIT:
And of course I'd forget to mention: One of the things I like about this game the most, is that it's pacing is centered around you.
You wanna take it slow and accurate, or slow and easy(as in just enjoying the music and view)? Sure, no problemo. Want to
challenge your reaction time by going as fast as the game will let you? Have a blast, just don't blow up!

That's one of the best things about this game, you can take a step back and just enjoy it, and the game won't rush you.

Cons:
No buyable soundtrack. Seriously, I want to listen to this gorgeous music on my iPod and I'm willing to throw money at you.

That's it, really. I'm not too good at reviews. Out of 10, base off the game and not my desire for its music, I'd give it a 9\/10
because I'm sure it'll improve, given more time.. Pished me pants laughing and used that to upgrade my porridge cannon, the
deadliest weapon in Scottish history besides mooning

Soundtrack (music + voice acting): amazingly Scottish & funny
Storyline: hilariously crazy (first mission is to invade France because they refuse to build a haggis factory by the Eiffel
tower..
Gameplay: classic and smooth point & click RTS mechanics packed with comedy
Graphics: good, well furnished 3D characters and environment, explicit and smooth animations, just right for my
laptop.
Early access: as stated in their description, the only thing missing is the multiplayer mode they are planning to
implement when they get enough backing from us.

So, get yourself well prepared for venturing forth into this satirical story of world domination :
1\/ Find a pair of tartan trousers and put them on with no underwear
2\/ Cut off both leg parts up to the fly and make a hat and a shoulder plaid out of each
3\/ Well done! you are now wearing a kilt and a full Scottish outfit
4\/ Dye your hair with a can of IRN-BRU to add even more credibility
5\/ "Cruachan!!!" (that used to be my clan's battle cry)

10\/10. I managed to bag this for \u00a37.99 at a recent sale and all is worth it by a large way.
Pros:
- 4 locos - LNER B1, LNER O4, LMS 8F, LMS 4F
- Different scenarios and challenges.
- Rolling stock.
- Quick drives (When you are driving one loco, on the other side of the track you will pass other locos whether its the
same class or different making way for a good photo\/screenshot opportunity.
- Route is realistic for hours of fun
- Value

Cons:
- Incorrectly states - LNER V2. It appears in the game but is NOT drivable.
- All locos 4F, 8F, B1, O4 has been copies from previous add-ons with same sounds.
- O4 can be a little dull
- Old assets can question whether its worth the price

When I bought this product I only had the 4F and O4. I mainly got this pack for the 8F and B1 which would of costed a
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bit more.

Apart from the drawbacks - a fantastic add-on I feel - I give it a 7.5\/10
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yeah...no thanks..game sucks.................. return...... good solid foundation but please MORE MAPS all in all 6/10. EDIT: I've
had some messages back and forth with the developer and so I'm (so far) still leaving the thumbs down, but I'll change what I
said about a cash grab. If the developer is willing to update the game to fix the issues I listed, this could easily be worth $5.

I'll Update as time goes on.

My original review :

I can sorta respect what the developer is trying to do here. You get a nice cheap little shooting range and you can have some fun
with it right? Well, a few glaring problems made me want to get out of this game pretty quickly.

Things I liked about this game:

 There's an easy reset button in case you need to restore everything to the default position
Wait, that's it? There was nothing else you liked?

Yeah, that's pretty much it. I sorta liked the monkey you could shoot and the plane, and all the other little things but none
of it really added that much to it. It was more of a distraction from the bad things which I'm going to list here

Things I didn't like:

 The scale of the game is all wrong. it feels like the pistol would be about 2 feet long and 1 to 1.5 feet tall. Either
that or maybe I'm supposed to be a kid that got into the shooting range unsupervised as a warning tale of the
dangers of lax gun control?

 The graphics are ridiculously simplistic. PS1 level graphics without PS1 level gameplay.

 Grabbing the weapons is awkward and you often have to grab it with one hand... pass it off to another and then
grab it again with the first hand to sorta get it to where you want it.

 The guns never align with the way they SHOULD. I feel like I'm holding the gun kinda askew and the trigger
feels like it's in the wrong spot. Contrast this with A-10 VR or Space pirate trainer and you'll see how it's
supposed to feel.

 Shooting the targets seems like the scale is off there too. You see a huge target (I'd estimate it as a circle 4 or 5
feet in diameter) but the actual target you are expected to hit is more like a small circle 1 foot in diameter.

 The gun sounds are horrible Nothing sounds like you're firing a deadly weapon. They sound instead like you shot
a cap pistol.

 they want you to grab the clip and insert it into the gun like you were doing a real reload, and then don't provide
you with an accurate way to do that. You pick up the clip sideways and slap it against the butt of the gun and
somehow magically you just reloaded! YAY!. Loved this game as a kid. Seems like I love this game as a 25 year
old too. Was surprised it was on steam since it's mostly for kids, but Ant Eater Feeder is still AMAZING. Also
the neat colouring book!
Get this for your young kids, or for you if you want some (mostly) stress free ant eating and jungle exploring..
and this awesome Soundtrack it was Nominated for me like : "THE AMAZING SOUNDTRACK AWARD!!"

Thanks so Much! ^^ i love it! Best Regards from Colombia! ;). Gateways: the one indie title that was criticized
for being too alike to a AAA game. Gateways may seem off-putting because it feels like a 2D Portal, but don't
let that keep you from getting this awesome game. There are many more mechanics than the other games of this
type, with size-changing portals, time-travel portals, rotation portals, and, best of all, regular portals through an
area. You place them down to solve puzzles, which were always challenging but never seemed impossible. The
art direction was great, the music, not so much, but overall this was a good purchase. I can wholeheartedly
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recommend this to anyone.. Really good VR strategy game!. Bought this game when it is 0.24 $ ( 90% off ) .
This is a fun strategy game for killing time . Recommended.
You can just sit there and watch those Tedrahedron bursts.. wow :) this was such a nice game. I m sorry they won
t be making the next in the series. Really hope they change their minds this was really nice. I liked everything,
the story, the jokes, the funny allusions to various flaws of all the characters. the graphics, the puzzles, the songs
everything :( now we'll never know how this ends :(, however I can say that this as a standalone game has a
satisfying storyline of its own. I highly recommend it, for me it really had that monkey island feel but in a unique
way.. Check out my review of this DLC here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ldYWVKNDTV0
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